Abstract-A subspace supervised learning algorithm named contain information taken from the original image database. Discriminant Non-negative Matrix Factorization (DNMF) has The redundant information of these initial basis images is then been recently proposed for classifying human facial expressions. minimized by imposing orthogonality "a priori" (see Sections
I. INTRODUCTION [11, 12, . . .,ml, where j 1,.. .,n and m is the number A supervised Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) of pixels in the image. We want to approximate X by a a m e l dproduct of two non-negative matrices ( 
+V (k ik (c)l denotes matrix pseudoinversion.
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2) The reconstructed images can then be written as Xrec (2) each2cs c,te c) are then The reasoning for applying these first three steps is that concatenated into a matrix we wish the initial basis images to contain some information
from the original database. This is done by constructing the
(3) aforementioned residual matrix. Moreover, as we shall see in the Section IV, employing the residual matrix will guide where "'" denotes concatenation. These matrices are further the features to be close to the final ones (mostly representing concatenated for all Q classes as: fiducial points) through the sparseness process (step 7). The (iii) ofa ecorz .D, 7 .. mg sLro1uelD oe elseDf)set P =P U{i, <k <0°}; g)ztk 0°for allieC C-)L_____ P; h) compute b =(>I Zik -Li)/(m -size(P)); i) set rn-i' AAt_ (7) _.* -<.k -b, for all i , P; j) repeat a) -e) until Generation of one basis image (step 7) with a {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}. The first row depicts the case when this process is applied to one column of the matrix D, while the second row shows the case when the process is applied to a column of the random matrix Z((0). final z(f), when Z* is chosen. This is graphically illustrated in Figure 2 , where the first row represents the seventh step from Section III for (7 = {0.1,..., 0.9} applied to one column of D, while the second row depicts the case when the the seventh step was applied to one column of Z(°) for the Fig. 1 . Formation of several basis images through the proposed and random same values of (7. Notice that, as ( Minimizing the distance is equivalent with maximize (due
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
to the "minus" sign) the correlation between the test sample DNMF has been tested with the random and the proposed and training sample (hence we call this distance measure as initialization methods for the recognition of six basic facial Maximum Correlation Classifier -MCC). A test image is expressions namely, anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness classified by this classifier by computing Q linear discriminant and surprise from face images. The Cohn-Kanade AU-coded functions and choosing IMCC = argmax {gC(ftes )}. facial expression image database [5] was used in the experiWe ran DNMF for p = {16, 25, 36, 49, 64} basis images ments. The preprocessing steps and the training procedure that and for u7 {0. 1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}. The parameter ( was kept involves finding ZWf) and HY) are described in [1] .
fixed at 0.4999. The basis image generation process is depicted in Figure 1 The number of iterations t for both initialization methods for eight samples. Each row represents eight columns of the along with the initial and final values for KL, SW and Sb following matrices: random matrix Z(°) (1st row), residual are listed in Table I for or = 0.3 and 16,25,36,49 and 64 matrix Rp (2nd row), orthogonal columns of D (3rd row), basis images. Here "M" stands for the initialization method initial proposed Z* (4th row), final Z(W) when the input is Z* where "I" and "II" represent the random and the proposed (5th row), and final Z(p) when the input is Z(°) (last row). method, respectively. Comparing the two initialization methBoth 5-th and 6-th rows contain sparse basis images that are ods in terms of convergence, we can observe that random ordered according to their decreasing degree of sparseness.
initialization gives slightly smaller value for S(P) than the As mentioned in Section III, employing the residual matrix proposed method. On the other hand 5b) is much greater for can guide the selection of the features which will appear on the the proposed method than for random initialization method. Furthermore, the initial KL(°) for the proposed initialization is This work has been conducted in conjunction with the 
